CASE STUDY – Global Financial Services Leader

PINSTRIPE STREAMLINES
RECRUITMENT FOR GLOBAL
FINANCIAL SERVICES LEADER
CLIENT CHALLENGE
At one global financial services firm, a new business initiative called
for significant revision of the hiring process at 20 call centers across the
U.S. Targeted for improvement was the phone screening for thousands
of call center representatives. Based on the outcome of a previous
partnership with Pinstripe to quickly hire hundreds of IT professionals
to staff a new location, Pinstripe was again the clear choice.

CREATING THE SOLUTION
Pinstripe identified opportunities to improve the process and candidate
experience, and focused the definition of a qualified candidate.
Pinstripe then streamlined the phone screening process to hone

IN BRIEF
CHALLENGE
Improve hiring efficiency in
20 call centers.
SOLUTION
Pinstripe streamlined the phone
screening process and integrated
with the client’s HR team.
RESULTS
• Reduced hiring costs.
• Increased volume of
qualified candidates.
• Reduced interview time.

in on qualified candidates more effectively.
The client manages the upfront recruitment marketing, which invites
candidates to self-schedule a phone interview. Blending seamlessly
with the client’s HR team, Pinstripe’s dedicated recruiters complete
the phone screens with candidates six days a week. Under-qualified
and uninterested candidates are now identified early on in the process,
enabling hiring managers to focus their time on qualified candidates.
Additional key aspects:
• Pinstripe supports the client’s brand by providing a high-quality
experience to every candidate.
• State-of-the-art technology and in-depth reporting provide
complete transparency into Pinstripe’s activities.

Pinstripe isn’t just a vendor
to us. They’re a member
of our close-knit team.
– S enior Staffing Leadership at a
Global Financial Services Leader
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• P instripe implemented a variable cost structure to handle
fluctuations in hiring volume, ensuring the client only
pays for phone screens ensuring the client only pays for
phone screens conducted.

DELIVERING RESULTS

ABOUT PINSTRIPE
Pinstripe, Inc. is the nation’s leading pure-play
recruitment process outsourcing (RPO) provider.
Pinstripe delivers customized solutions that
help clients align talent strategies to business
objectives. Consistent with Pinstripe’s brand
promise WE BECOME YOU , dedicated
TM

Pinstripe has brought significant efficiencies to the client’s recruitment

recruitment teams act as an extension of the

process, resulting in:

human resources function, providing a tailored

• Reduced recruitment costs.
• Increased volume of qualified candidates.
• Reduced interview time.

candidate experience reflective of the client’s
brand, values and culture. Pinstripe primarily
services clients in the healthcare, advanced
manufacturing, financial services, and
technology industries.

In addition, Pinstripe now hires and trains the client’s internal recruiters
to conduct phone screens, enabling the leadership team to focus on
other strategic initiatives.

Is your recruitment process a competitive advantage for your
organization? Contact Pinstripe today at 877.797.3379 or
www.pinstripe.com.
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